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INTRODUCTION

The Fatalities spend most of their biief arguing that a right to abortion would

ex1st because in their View it is good public policy But the Court says what the law is,

not what it should be Whether the Kentucky Constituiion protects abortion depends

not on balancing competing policy Interests, but on constitutional text, history, and

case law 80 framed, the legal question at the heart of this case is not a close call Our

Constitution does not meniion abortion Kentucky prohibited abortion for many dec

ades before Roe a Wade 410 U S 113 (1973) And for nearly 150 years Kentucky case

law has recognized the General Assembly’5 prerogative to prohibit abortion

But the Court need not reach that legal issue to dissolve the temporary injunc

non issued below That is because the Facilities lack third party standing to represent

pregnant women, the non parties W1th standing to claim a iight to abortion Just last

month the Court unanimously held that third party standing is not permitted when a

plaintiff tries to represent “unspecified, third party clients” with no explanation ofwhy

those clients “are unable to represent their own interests in the courts of this Com

monwealth ” See Brad/g! a Commonwealt/y ex re! 1) Cameron, SW3d , 2022 WL

4398116 at *7 (Ky Sept 22 2022) That describes to a tee what the Facilities are trying

here

ARGUMENT

I The Facilities have no chance of success on the merits

The Facilities wait until the end of their brief to discuss the merits of their

claims They seem to hope that if they frame their policy arguments as sufficiently
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compelling, it will not matter that the claimed right to abortion has no baSis in consti

tutional text, history or case law But the Facilities cannot skate by With such a doubtful

legal claim Even if the Facilities could establish irreparable harm (they cannot), in

junctive relief is still not justified Without showmg a “substantial possibility” that they

Will ultimately prevail on the merits See Ber/Jew a Ame 615 SW 3d 780 830 (Ky

2020) (Citation omitted)

The Facilities cannot make that showmg For one thing, they lack third party

standing to argue that the Kentucky Constitution protects abortion For another, their

likelihood of success on the ments is doubtful at best Just conSider their ask They

want the Court to recognize for the first time in the Commonwealth’s 230 year history,

an unwritten right to abortion in our Constitution that contradicts its text, the Com

monwealth’s history, and Kentucky case law Such a claim is preCisely the type of

“doubtful” issue that should “await trial of the merits ” See Maupm 9 Stamina}, 575

S WZd 695 698 (Ky App 1978)

A The FaCilities lack standing to claim that the Kentucky Constitu

tion protects abortion

The Court need not address whether the Kentucky Constitution protects abor

tion for the simple reason that the Facilities lack standing to biing that claim See

TramUmonLLC a Ila/711722, 141 S Ct 2190 2208 (2021) ( [P]1aintiffs must demonstrate

standing for each claim that they press and for each fonn ofrelief that they seek ”)

The Facilities suggest (at 12 15) that they have both first party standing for themselves

and third party standing on behalf of pregnant women
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Taking each in turn, the Facilities did not plead that as abortion prOViders they

have a constitutional fight to perform abortions 1 Instead, their claim is that pregnant

women have a pnvacy and self determination fight to metre an abortion AG Ex 1 1H] 7,

96 102 126 130 But any such fight would belong only to pregnant women As a

result, the Facilities’ theory of this case requires that they demonstrate third party

standing to sue on behalf of pregnant women

Just last month, the Court outlined the rules ofthe road for third party standing

The Court reaffirmed that ‘ [t]he assertion of one s own legal fights and interests must

be demonstrated and the claim to relief will not rest upon the fights of third persons

Bradley 2022 WL 4398116 at *6 n 29 (citation omitted) The Court also unanimously

rejected a claim to third party standing when a party tfied “to represent unspecified,

third party clients Without any argument that these clients are unable to represent their

own interests in the courts of this Commonwealth Id at *7

That is exactly what the Facilities are trying to do As in Bradley, the Facilities

cannot explain why their unspeCified clients cannot sue to remedy the injuries alleged

in the complaint ” See ed at *6 The Facilities suggest (at 14—15) that pregnant women

cannot bfing such claims while keeping their names private In making this argument,

the Facilities cite as ev1denceprendorynnonr affidavrts from women who had an abortion

1 The Facilities have not alleged a constitutional fight to perform abortions for obVious

reasons "The few courts that have conSidered this claimed fight have generally rejected
it Planned Parenthood ofHearz‘land, Inc a Reynold; 962 NW 2d 37 55 56 (Iowa 2021)
accord Planned Parent/mod of Greater Olno o Hodge: 917 F 3d 908 912 (6th Cir 2019) (en
banc) (“The Supreme Court has never identified a freestanding fight to perform: abor

tions ”)
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Facilities Ex 7 Those Jane Doe affidavits, however, Show that pregnant women can

in fact share details about their des1re to seek an abortion Without compromismg their

privacy After all, pseudonyms are a staple of abortion litigation, most famously in Roe

itself And Kentucky courts are amenable to plaintiffs suing pseudonymously See, eg ,

Doe 7) Golden 2’9“ [Va/tori PLLC 173 S W 3d 260 (Ky App 2005) accord K}! Bar/1am a

UnnamedAz’z‘y 414 S W 3d 412 (Ky 2013)

In any event, in the few weeks Since the Facilities filed their opening brief, three

Kentucky women have sued to challenge Kentucky’s laws regulating abortion 301er 2)

Cameron, No 22 CI 5189 Gefferson Cir Ct) (Ex 1) These women did not sue pseu

donymously Instead, they sued in their own name; to assert their own elazm: This is proof

positive that Kentucky women do not need the Facilities to speak for them As in

Brad/gt, the Facilities cannot explain why their “unspecified clients cannot sue to rem

edy the injuiies alleged in the complaint See 2022 WL 4398116 at *6

But that is not the only problem With the Facilities invocation of third party

standing They also are trying to stand in the shoes of unidentified pregnant women

who might be future clients Brad/gt, however, held that third party standing is unavail

able to protect the alleged rights of unspecified, third party clients ” Id at *6 7; accord

Kai/miner n Tamer 543 U S 125 130 31 (2004) (plaintiff lawyers lacked close relation

ship Wlth potential future clients) The most the Facilities have done is pomt to women

who already had an abortion Facilities Ex 7 And although BMW canceled around

200 appomtments before the circuit court issued a restraining order, AG Ex 3 at 41 1 8

19, the Facilities have not represented to the Court that a Single pregnant woman has
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asked them to speak for her in this case, we Brad/g1, 2022 WL 4398116, at *6 (“Ina

portantly, no client or fingant has been named as a plaintiff on the face of [the

plaintiffs] complaint )

In sum, Brad/g}; relieves the Court of the obligation to consider Whether the

Kentucky Constitution protects abortion All the Court needs to do is reaffirm the

proposmon it just unanimously adopted a plaintiff lacks third party standing to “rep

resent unspecified, third party clients Without any argument that these clients are una

ble to represent their own interests in the courts of this Commonwealth ” Id at *7 To

be clear, this is not to say that no one can bring a claim that the Kentucky Constitution

protects abortion A case raismg that question With a proper plaintiff may well arrive

on the Court’s docket in the future But this is not that case

B The Kentucky Constitution does not protect abortion

Like the federal Constitution, the Kentucky Constitution is “neither pro life nor

pro ch01ce See Dobbt 1} Jackson Women tHea/tb 07g 142 S Ct 2228 2305 (2022) (Ka

vanaugh,J , concurring) It thus “leaves the issue for the people and their elected rep

resentatives to resolve through the democratic process ” See 14’

The Court “often” interprets the Kentucky Constitution to grant no more pro

tection than the federal Constitution See Gmgmob o Commonwealth, 382 SW3d 835,

839—40 (Ky 2012) Of course, federalism means that the Court need not do so Com

77207222164117) o Rood 647 SW3d 237 255 (Ky 2022) (Minton C] concurring) But the

Court does not interpret our Constitution differently just to be different The Court
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does so only if there is a Kentucky specific reason When the Court reaches a conclu

sion that “differ[s] from the [U S] Supreme Court, it has been because of Kentucky

constitutional text, the Debates of the Constitutional Convention, history, tradition,

and relevant precedent Commonwealth 0 Cooper, 899 S W2d 75, 78 (Ky 1995) Put

differendy, Kentucky’s Constitution prowdes different protection “only where the dic

tates of our Kentucky Constitution, tradition, and other relevant procedures call for

such action Ho/brook a Knopfi 847 S W 2d 52 55 (Ky 1992) And although our Con

stitution differs from the federal one in certain respects, the Court has warned against

those differences “encourag|_ing] lawsuits espousmg novel theories to rev13e well estab

lished legal practice and pnnc1ples ” Id

The question before the Court is whether there is something specific about our

Constitution, our history, or our case law that requires rejecting D0179: as a matter of

state constitutional law There is not The Facilities have not argued that, as a textual

matter, the Kentucky Constitution prowdes greater protection for abortion than the

federal Constitution This is for good reason, given that the word “abortion” nowhere

appears 111 Kentucky’s Constitution AG Br at 13 14 The Facilities also have not ar

gued that the Debates from our constitutional convention help their cause Again, With

good reason, given that no Delegate suggested that the new constitution would protect

abortion Id at 14—15 Indeed, to the extent abortion was discussed during the Debates,

it was in the context of abortion being a crime Id
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With no support in the constitutional text and the Debates, the Facilities turn

to Kentucky case law and history for help But those two sources only undermine the

Fac11ities’ p081tion

1 Start With Kentucky case law The Facilities barely mention Mac/yell 0 Com

momea/z‘b, 78 Ky 204 (Ky 1879) But any discussmn of how Kentucky courts View

abortion should begin there True, Mac/yellreasoned that the common law did not pro

hibit abortion before quickening Id at 210 More on that later) But Mac/yellwent fur

ther It also explained in a passage that the Facilities fail to mention that the ‘law

making department of the government” can “punish abortions and miscarriages, wil

fully produced, at my; (me during the period of gestation ” See zd at 209 10 (emphaSis

added) So nearly 150 years ago, this Court’s predecessor determined that regulating

abortion is left to the General Assembly In the almost century and a half Since Mac/yell,

no Kentucky dec1s1on has questioned Mac/yell or walked it back

The Facilities also fail to mention Saraéz a Commonwealth, 485 S W 2d 897 (Ky

1972) (Sarah I) vacated [0’ Sara/Q a Karmic/é); 410 U S 951 (1973) No doubt, the Facili

ties will argue that Sarah I addressed federal, not state, constitutional law That is true

as far as it goes But Sara/Q Iwas emphatic unanimously so—that the job ofregulating

abortion is for the General Assembly Balancmg interests in the abortion debate, Sarah

I held, would be a matter for the legislature Id at 902 (citation omitted) And alt

hough the Court in Sarah I Wished that the General Assembly had approached abor

tion policy differently, the Court 5 bottom line was that matters of mollification and
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reform are subjective matters which mutt be left up to the legislative branch of the

government ” Id (emphaSis added) (Citation omitted)

It would be an astonishing exerctse of judictal power for the Court to reject

Same: I and now hold that regulating abortion is not actually “a matter for the legisla

ture ” Same; I said the “fundamental lav” is this “We must decline what we con81der

to be an invitation to dec1de what is best for [Kentucky] The legislature is the proper

arena for the resolution of ‘fundarnentally differing Views’” about abortion See 24' (Ci

tation omitted) Although Soto/é: I said this in the context of a federal constitutional

challenge, such unequivocal language about the “fundamental law’’ all but shuts the

door on any suggestion that our state Constitution protects abortion

Rather than deal With Marne/l and Satakz I, the Facilities stake their case on the

right to privacy discussed in Commonwea/tb a Watton 842 S W 2d 487 (Ky 1992) 2 But

Wanton came Wlth an in built limiting prir1c1ple AG Br at 20 25 Watton expressly cab

med its holding to say that Kentucky s nght to privacy does not protect conduct that

harms another 842 S W 2d at 496 (“The clear implication is that immorality in private

which does ‘not operate to the detriment of others’ is placed beyond the reach of state

action by the guarantees of liberty in the Kentucky Constitution ) Watton said this

over and over AG Br at 21 22 And just months after Watton, its author cau1ioned

2 The Factlities pomt out that Wanton said that Kentucky’s right to privacy is broader
than its federal counterpart At that time Bowen o Hardy/wk 478 U S 186 (1986) was
the law of the land That is no longer the case Lawrenee a Texat, 539 U S 558 (2003)
So Watton’s holding now tracks the protections provided by the federal Constitution
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against the deciSion “encourag[ing] lawsuits espousmg novel theones to revise well

established legal practice and pnnciples ’ Ho/brook 847 S W 2d at 55

The Facflities offer two responses First, they focus on Wama’s language about

the conduct at issue being an “incendiary moral issue ” 842 S W 2d at 495 From this

language, the Facilities divme a rule that restricts the General Assembly from legislanng

about the ‘ incendiary moral issue[s] of the day Facilines Br at 34—36 This rule ap

plies here, the argument goes, because abortion is “the subject of broad moral disa

greement ” Id at 35 No one doubts that Kentuckians disagree profoundly about abor

non just as they do about lots of things, like legalizmg drug use, gambling, and phy

Sician assisted suicide But “broad moral disagreement” does not oust the General As

sembly from the field After all, “[o]ur Legislature has a broad discrenon to determine

for itself what is harmful to health and morals or What is mimical to public welfare ”

Walter: I) andner 435 S W 2d 464 467 (Ky 1968) award Zap/hernia” 21 Beam 565 SW 3d

580 588 (Ky 2018) ( [A]n act will not be declared v01d on the ground that it is opposed

to the spint supposed to pervade the Constitution, or is against the nature and spirit of

the government, or is contrary to the general pnnc1ples of liberty, or the genius of a

free people ” (Citation omitted)) That Kentuckians broadly disagree about an issue is

not a reason to place it beyond the General Assembly’3 control It is a reason to leave

the issue to the branch of government most responswe to the people Nothing in Way

3071 says that the General Assembly cannot legislate about “incendiary moral issue [5] ”

The Facilines’ second response to Waxxon’s limiting pnnCiple is to say that abor

non does not really harm someone else To be more preCise, they argue that “[W]hether
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an ‘other is harmed by abortion goes to the very moral question at issue in the debate

over abortion Facilities Br at 35 As the Facilities see it, Wanton not only protects

conduct that does not harm others, it also protects one’s ability to decide for oneself

whether one’s conduct harms others

That is quite a gloss on Warm” And it reads Watson’s limiting principle right out

of the deciSion To be clear, not one word of Watson suggests that Kentucky’s tight to

privacy protects the nght to decide for oneself whether one’s conduct hurts another

person The Facilities do not even try to argue otherwise Nor do they deal with the

many repurcussmns of their argument Surely the Facflities do not believe that Wanton

protects all private conduct that harms someone else as long as the harming party sub

jectively believes the conduct is not harmful

The pomt here is that the Facilities take on Wanton is to put it nicely

strained And so reading Watson the way that the Facilities propose is one of those

“doubtful” arguments that cannot justify a temporary injunction See Maapm, 575

S W 2d at 698

Yet the bigger problem With the Facilities’ View of Wanton is that, taken to its

logical conclu51on, their argument ineVitably requires Kentucky to allow abortion on

demand If Warm” protects a pregnant woman’s right to deCide for herself whether an

abortion would harm her unborn child, as the Fac11ities argue, it necessanly follows that

Warm” bars the Commonwealth from prohibiting abortion at any pomt during preg

nancy—even at full term Any such limitation, the argument goes, curbs the very p11

vacy right that the Factlities believe Wanna protects To quote the Facilities, “such
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moral conSiderations are best left to be resolved pnvately by indiViduals for them

selves’ Facilities Br at 35

The Facilities disclaim arguing for abortion on demand Although they are un

clear about their ask, they seem to want the Court to declare that the Commonwealth

cannot regulate abortion before some point they suggest ‘quickening or Viability as

options 3 Id at 36 But this is where the Facilities give away the game What they really

want is for the Court to use Wanton to create the Kentucky verSIOn of Roe v Wade The1r

bnef all but inVites the Court to pick an arbitrary pomt in pregnancy and declare that

abortions before then are protected

The 50 years followmg Roe Show the folly of such judic1al line drawtng Rae first

drew such a line, only to have the Supreme Court redraw it 20 years later in Planned

Parent/700d of Soar/Jearz‘em Penny/[11mm a Carey, 505 U S 833 (1992) And then, the Su

preme Court rewrote the rule in Whole Woman rHea/tb a Hal/emedz‘ 579 U S 582 (2016)

followed by still another change injam Medzca/ Smarter, LLC 9 Ram, 140 S Ct 2103

(2020) See Dakar 142 S Ct at 2273 74 As Dakar recognized the U S Supreme Court 3

abortion line drawmg was not built to last Id at 2274 (Citation omitted)

The reason why is obvious Abortion “presents an irreconcilable conflict be

tween the interests of a pregnant woman who seeks an abortion and the interests in

3 A quickening standard would return us to an era when “there were no sc16nttfic meth
ods for detecting pregnancy in its early stages ” Dakar, 142 S Ct at 2251 Now, an
unborn child’s heartbeat can be detected as early as five weeks, AG Ex 3 at 192 4—5,

and a scientific consensus exists that life begins at fertilization, AG Br at 24 & n 10 A
Viability standard would not be any better See Dakar 142 S Ct at 2268 70 (explaining
why) Of course, neither standard can be discerned from Kentucky’s Constitution
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protecting fetal life ” Id at 2304 (Kavanaugh,] , concurring) And ‘one interest must

prevail over the other at any given pomt in a pregnancy ” Id The judic1ary is not the

branch of government empowered or eqmpped to balance those interests Domg

so requires the Court to act as a super legislature, overseeing every policy choice that

touches on abortion

If there is any doubt that this is what the Facilities want, look no further than

Kentuckyfs experience during the five years before Donor Those five years give a snap

shot of what a Kentucky ver51on of Roe would bring about Dunng those five years,

the GeneralAssembly passed law after law related to abortion, followed by lawsuit after

lawsuit litigating and re litigating the scope of Roe

0 In 2017, the General Assembly required abortion providers to show pregnant
women an ultrasound of their unborn child before performing an abortion
KRS 311 727(2) BMW sued and years oflitigation followed which a split panel
of the Sixth Circuit ultimately resolved BMW Women’s Stigma! Cir, PS C o
Ber/Jew” 920 F 3d 421 (6th Cir 2019)

0 In 2018, the General Assembly prohibited abortions in which an unborn child
is torn apart limb from limb KRS 311 787(2) BMW sued A five day trial a
diVided appellate decision, and a procedural fight in the U S Supreme Court

followed Cameron 2) BMW Women J” Snrgzm/ Ctr P S C 142 S Ct 1002 (2022)
BMW Women I 57032an Ctr P5 C o Fwd/under 960 F 3d 785 (6th Cir 2020)
mooted by 2022 WL 2866607 (6th Cir July 21 2022)

0 In 2019, the General Assembly prohibited abortion when the abortion prOVider
knows it is sought because of the race, gender or disability status of the unborn
child KRIS 311 731(2) BMW again sued, and three years later the case was re
solved only because ofDonor BMWWomen? Snrgzea/ Ctr, P S C 7) Cameron, No
3 19 CV 178 Dkt 94 (WD Ky June 30 2022)

0 And in 2022, the General Assembly prohibited abortion after 15 weeks and

updated how Kentucky regulates abortion 2022 Ky Acts Ch 210 Both BMW
and Planned Parenthood sued That case is already on its second trip to the
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Sixth Circuit: Planned Parent/200d GreatN W, Hawazz, Alaska o Cameron, No 22

5832 (6th Cir)

The Attorney General offers this five year lookback to make a Simple pomt If

the Court creates a Kentucky Roe its next five years (and beyond) will be all about

abortion, With the Court defining and re defining how far the fight to abortion goes A

Kentucky Roe will thrust the judiciary into What the Court acknowledges is “the most

diViSive issue in a div1s1ve political culture ” Exam; 2’7“ Mari/gall ofLaxmgton, PSC o

Commonwealth No 2016 SC 328 2016 WL 4555927 at *3 (Ky Aug 25 2016) And

1nev1tably, a Kentucky Roe will erode Kentuckians’ belief that the judiCiary is Simply

calling balls and strikes as year after year the courts decide which of Kentucky s abor

tion laws can be enforced

If the Court instead leaves the issue to the General Assembly, its members can

do what they are elected to do They can listen to their constituents, hold legislative

heaiings, draft and pass laws, rev1se those laws if necessary, and stand for reelection

based on their votes This process Will not be perfect, but it at least offers the pos31bility

of resolutions that are “more stable, less political, more fair, [and] sometimes mo[re]

lasting See Preterm Cleve/and o MoC/oad 994 F 3d 512 537 (6th Cir 2021) (en banc)

(Sutton,] , concurring)

2 The Facilities also try to ground the claimed right to abortion in the right of

self determination Facilities Br at 37—40 In this respect, the Facilities rely on a line of

cases that the Circuit court did not even Cite
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Those cases did not concern abortion Instead, two ofthem dealtwith “the fight

of a terminally ill patient to refuse unwanted life prolonging treatment ” Wood: 0 Com

mafia/641;}: 142 S W3d 24 31 (Ky 2004) DeGre/[a 9 Elite” 858 S W2d 698 703 (Ky

1993) Those cases thus concerned a negative fight to refuse medical treatment, not as

here an alleged affirmative fight to undergo a procedure the performance of which is

prohiblted For refusal cases like Wood: and DeGne/[a to apply here, the Court would

have to extend them to a new and very different context Here again, the Facilities are

pursuing a “doubtful” argument that should wait for an appeal from final judgment

See Maztpm 575 S W 2d at 698

The Facilities also fail to mention that the fight to refuse medical treatment “is

not absolute Wood: 142 S W 3d at 32 we also DeGre/[a 858 S W 2d at 703—04 In fact

several state interests “may limit a person’s fight to refuse medical treatment ” Woody,

142 S W 3d at 32 Those state interests include “preservrng life” and “protecting inno

cent third parties ” Id So even if Wood: and DeGre/[a have some beafing on whether

there is a fight to abortion, they are best read as rejecfing the Facilifies’ claim that the

fight to self determination “embrace[s] an indiv1dual’s ability to determine for herself

whether to carry a pregnancy to term ” Facilities Br at 38

That the fight to self determination must yield to the Commonwealth’s interests

in “preserving life” and “protecting innocent third parfies” makes sense The U S Su

preme Court has held that the States have an interest in protecting fetal life “at all stages

of development” Dobbr, 142 S Ct at 2284 This Court’s predecessor has said the
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same—even describing that interest as “compelling ” Sarah I, 485 S W 2d at 902 (cita

tion omitted) How best to balance that interest is for the General Assembly Even the

Facilities self determination case law recognizes as much See Woods, 142 S W 3d at 46

(“The problem before us involves complex social, moral and ethical considerations as

well as complex legal and medical issues for which the legislative process is best suited

to address in a comprehenSive manner ” (Citation omitted»

The Facilities also rely on Tabor a Sooboe, which dealt With the tort liability of a

phySiCian who performed a medical procedure to which his patient did not consent

254 S W 2d 474 475 (Ky 1951) Tabor was deaded pre Roe when abortion was pro

hibited in Kentucky AG Br at 16 18 So it is hard to see how Tabor supports a con

stitutional nght to abortion In any event, Tabor only concerned performing a medical

procedure without the consent of the patient It has no bearing on the issue here 4

3 With no Kentucky case law as support, the Facilities inwte the Court to rely

on out of state case law Facilities Br at 36 8: n 4 DeCISions from Sister States can

sometimes be helpful in thinking out an issue, but “this Court’s North Star is our own

Kentucky Constitution Ber/year 615 SW 3d at 805 n 30 Indeed the Court has not

4 The Facilities argue (at 40—41) that combining a right to privacy With a right to self
determination somehow creates a right to abortion That is like saying zero plus zero
equals something other than zero The Court has recently rejected combining distinct
constitutional protections to create an enhanced guarantee Cal/away} C729! Magi”: Drip?
a Womb/l 607 SW3d 557 568—69 (Ky 2020)
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hesnated to read our Constitution differently from the majority of our Sister courts

Commonwealth a Cayman 566 S W3d 202 216 (Ky 2018)

In the unique context of abortion, the Facilities’ out of state case law is unper

sua51ve One of those cases relied on Roe and adopted Carejs now overruled test Pro

HomeMm o Porcine, 716 So 2d 645, 651, 655 (Miss 1998) 5 Four of the dec1310ns relied

on an express proviswn in their respective state constitution establishing a nght to

privacy, which the Kentucky Constitution lacks Armstrong 2) Montana, 989 P 2d 364,

371 74 (Mont 1999) Valley Hop Ann Inc 7) Mat In Coat for Chane 948 P 2d 963

968 (Alaska 1997) In re TW 551 So 2d 1186 1190 92 (Fla 1989) Conan to Def Reprod

Rag/rt; a Myer; 625 P 2d 779 784 (Cal 1981) Others of the dec151ons relied on distinct

circumstances or constitutional text Hades a Namer, My, PA a I£19772sz 440 P 3d

461 472 474 (Kan 2019) (per cunam) NM Rag/9t to Choose/NARA]; a fonnmn 975

P 2d 841 850 53 (N M 1998) Women osznn o Gomez, 542NW2d 17 3O 31 (Minn

1995) Rngt to Cboore a Byrne 450 A 2d 925 933 (NJ 1982) And in neighboring Ten

nessee, the people passed a constitutional amendment that overruled the very deci51on

that the Facilities cite Planned Parentbood ofMzdd/e Tenn o Sandqazrt 38 SW 3d 1 (Tenn

2000) abrogated byTenn Const art I §36

The Facilities also neglect to mention that other state courts of last resort have

approached the abortion question very differently Planned Parenthood Great Na! a

Ida/90 P 3d 2022 WL 3335696 at *6 (Idaho Aug 12 2022) ( [G]1ven the legal

5 A Miss1s31ppi tnal court recently distinguished Fordzoe on this basis and allowed the
State’s trigger law and heartbeat law to be enforced fanéron WernenirHea/t/o Org 7} Dealer,
No 25CH1 22 CV 739 Dkt; 39 at 6 (Miss Chane Ct July 5 2022) (Ex 3)
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history of abortion in Idaho, we cannot Simply infer such a right emsts absent Rae Wlth

out breaking new legal ground, which should only occur after the matter is finally sub

mitted on the meiits ”); Planned Parent/900d ofHeafiland, In: 12 Reynolds ex rel State, 975

NW 2d 710 715 16 735—44 (Iowa 2022) (rejecting the propos1tion that there is a

fundamental right to an abortion in Iowa’s Constitution subjecting abortion regulation

to strict scrutiny ) Even still, whether the Kentucky Constitution protects abortion is

a question that can only be answered by our constitutional text, history, and case law

4 This brings us to the Facilities’ discuSSion of Kentucky history In their View,

protection of the iight to abortion is in accord With the history and traditions of this

Commonwealth, including when the Constitution was ratified in 1891 ” Facilities Br

at 33 (emphasis omitted)

That telling of our history would be foreign to even the most amateur student

of Kentucky history It ignores that starting in 1910 (a mere 20 years after our Consti

tution was adopted), the Commonwealth prohibited all abortions, except when neces

sary to protect the pregnant mother 5 life This statute continued in force until Roe was

decided more than SIX decades later AG Br at 16 17 And following Roe, our General

Assembly made clear for the next 40 years that Kentucky would return to prohib

fling abortion if Roe were overruled Id at 19 This full century of Kentucky history

bears directly on whether our Constitution protects abortion See Gram? n Grannzan,

302 SW 2d 364 367 (Ky 1957) (givmg weight to the fact that the people for the last

65 years” have interpreted the Constitution a certain way); Agm @’ Mel/y College I)

Hager 87 S W 1125 1128 29 (Ky 1905) (similar) In fact, if the Facilities were correct
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that the Kentucky Constitution protects abortion, it would follow that Kentucky v10

lated its Constitution for more than six decades while the 1910 law was in force

Rather than discuss the last century of Kentucky history, the Facilities direct all

their attention to Mitt/yell As they pomt out (at 33), Mgr/yell found that the common law

did not prohibit abortion before quickening 78 Ky at 210 The Facilities seem to think

that because pre quickening abortion was not prohibited at common law, it is now

constitutionally protected

Mztclyell itself rejects such a notion Although M35176]! stated the common law

rule, it also recognized that the General Assembly can change the common law As

Mat/yellput it, “|_"i]n the interest of good morals and for the preservation of somety, the

law should punish abortions and miscarriages, wilfully produced, at any time during the

penod of gestation ” Id at 209 This, Mac/yell continued, “ought to be prov1ded against

by the law making department of the government” Id at 210 And after the General

Assembly passed the 1910 law prohibiting abortion, this Court s predecessor correctly

understood the statute to ‘ changefl the common law “in this jurisdiction” PM}; a

Commonwealth 165 S W 2d 558 560 (Ky 1942)

There is nothing novel about the General Assembly changing Mat/731$s com

mon law rule As the Court just explained, “[t]he common law is operative in the Com

monwealth until a particular rule is repealed by statute or determined repugnant to the

constitution itself Szmpson a Wet/9249?” 641 S W3d 124 129 (Ky 2022) Put another

way, that the common law did not prohibit pre quickening abortion does not mean

that the Constitution now requires that pre quickening abortion be permitted See
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D0519: 142 S Ct at 2255 ( [I]he fact that many States in the late 18th and early 19th

century did not cmninalize pre quickening abortions does not mean that anyone

thought the States lacked authority to do so ) The Facilities Cite no case law for the

proposmon that our Constitution ossified Mzz‘c/Je/is statement of the common law

C The other claims prov1de no baSis for affirmance

The Facilities urge the Court to affirm based on three other claims The FaCili

ties, however, admit (at 46) that they did not “fully raise[|” the equal protection and

religious freedom claims sustained by the circuit court And by “fully raisefl,” the Fa

cilities must mean that they failed to include those claims in their complaint AG Ex 1

llll 91 145 In any event, the Facilities make no effort to defend the circuit court’s rea

soning on those unpreserved claims other than to summanze what the circuit court

said The Attorney General thus stands on his prior discus51on of the circuit court’s

errors AG Br at 28 33

As to their delegation claim, the Facilities mostly repeat (at 44—45) the argument

that the Circuit court adopted But the Facilities cannot overcome that many Kentucky

laws, just like the Human Life Protection Act, take effect based on a specified future

event AG Br at 34 n 13 And the Human Life Protection Act does not delegate legis

lative power merely by stating that the law applies as far as the federal Constitution

allows See Caesar: szerboaf Carma LLC 7) Bear/9 336 SW3d 51 56 (Ky 2011) ( [Wk

note that if the intent of [Kentucky’s long arm statute] were to reach the outer limits

of federal due process, it could easily have been drafted to say preasely that ”) After

all, many Kentucky laws establish their scope by reference to federal law See, eg , KRS
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61 650(1)(a) 78 790(1)(a) 199 8965(1) (2) 311 1947(2)(f) This includes laws With

criminal consequences See eg KRS 17 510(7)(a) & (11) (12) 141 050(1) 990(3) (4)

205 8461(2)(b) & (3) 248 752 762 527 020(4)

Day/5071 a Harm/ion is not to the contrary 314 S W2d 532 (Ky 1958) A clear

distinction eXists between saying that not yet enacted federal law Will be the law of

Kentucky, as in Damon, 2d at 535, and merely saying that Kentucky law applies as far

as federal law allows, as the Human Life Protection Act does In the former instance,

the General Assembly impermis31bly delegates legislative power to set Kentucky law in

the future Without the state legislature’s approval, while in the latter Circumstance, the

General Assembly simply establishes the scope of Kentucky law

II The Fac11ities have not proved irreparable harm

The Facilities View the irreparable harm prong as an inVitation to argue public

policy They spend much of their biief (at 15—25) discussing the health risks assoc1ated

With pregnancy as well as the financ1al implications of haying children But irreparable

harm is not shorthand for what a court sees as unWise public policy As ChiefJustice

Palmore and Justice Reed warned after Roe, it is much cheaper and ea31er to ask a

court to order the soc1al change wanted rather than to go through the time consuming,

expen31ve and inconvenient process of persuading voters or legislators ” Samkz 21 C077:

moms/gait}: 497 SW2d 713 715 (Ky 1973) (Sam/é; H) (Reed,] concuriing) But the
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fact remains that the proper forum to accomplish a change [to Kentucky’s abortion

laws] is a policy process to be con31gned to the legislature ” Id

Another way to think about the problems With arguing public policy under the

guise of irreparable harm is to remember that the Facilities are challenging two duly

enacted laws In this context, the irreparable harm and merits prongs of the temporary

injunction standard merge to avoid judicial second guessmg of public policy As the

Court recently explained, “[w]hether a fiitigant] has shown an irreparable injury is fled

to his constitutional claims and the likelihood of success ” Cameron 1} Ber/year, 628 S W 3d

61, 73 (Ky 2021) (empha31s added) This jomt conSideration reflects the fact that ‘non

enforcement of a duly enacted statute constitutes irreparable harm to the public and

the government ” Id So the Human Life Protection Act and the Heartbeat Law do not

cause irreparable harm as a matter of law for the Simple reason that they are constitu

tional

To establish irreparable harm, the Facilities also claim (at 19) that the health

exceptions in the challenged laws “will not protect pregnant Kentuckians from cata

strophic health consequences, including death ”6 Note that the Facilities make this

claim only in general terms They do not identify a single spec1fic circumstance in which

the health exceptions Will not protect a pregnant woman’s life or health If such a Cir

cumstance exists, the Facilities should have brought an as applied challenge to the laws’

health exceptions See Conga/e: a Car/9527i 550 U S 124 167 (2007) (allow1ng as applied

6 The Facilities also make (at 20) a passmg statement that the health exceptions are “too
vague They have not brought that claim AG Ex 1 llll 91 145
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challenge “to protect the health of the woman if it can be shown that in discrete and

well defined instances a particular condition has or is likely to occur in which the [abor

tion] procedure prohibited by the Act must be used”) As noted above, three women

already filed an as applied challenge to Kentucky’s laws regulating abortion

The mismatch between the Facilities’ as applied arguments and the facial relief

they seek cannot be missed In effect, the Facilities are claiming that purely elective

abortions must be allowed because in some unidentified circumstances involvmg uni

dentified pregnant women the health exceptions to Kentucky’s laws will not be good

enough That is not how facial challenges to Kentucky law work See C/cycomb, 566

S W 3d at 210 If the Facilities think that the laws’ health exceptions are too narrow,

they should have challenged them in an as applied claim, not asked the Court to enjOin

the laws themselves in all circumstances

The Facilities’ assertion that the laws’ health exceptions are too narrow also

contradicts Kentucky’s experience The laws’ health exceptions are 111 fact broader than

the health exception to Kentucky’s abortion prohibition that applied from 1910 until

1973 AG Br at 40 And the health exceptions in the Human Life Protection Act and

the Heartbeat Law closely mirror the health exception that the U 8 Supreme Court

@be/din C4591 under the undue burden standard 505 U S at 879 80 (upholding Penn

sylvania’s health exception, which allowed an abortion to “avert [a pregnant woman’s]
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death or for which a delay Will create serious risk of substantial and irreversible impair

ment ofa major bodily function” (citation omitted)) Thus, the health exceptions 111 the

challenged laws are by no means new to the practice of medicine

Nor are those health exceptions new for Kentucky doctors The health excep

tions in the Human Life Protection Act and the Heartbeat Law are analogous to a

health excepnon that Kentucky doctors applied beginningln 2017 That year, the Gen

eral Assembly passed a law prohibiting abortion after an unborn child reaches a prob

able post fertilization age of20 weeks 7 2017 Ky Acts, Ch 5 § 2(1) That law contained

a health exception very similar to the laws challenged here the 2017 law allowed an

abortion when “necessary to prevent the death of the pregnant woman or to avoid a

serious ask of the substantial and 1rrevers1ble impairment of a major bodily function

of the pregnantwoman ” Id § 2(2) (b) Thus, Kentucky’s doctors already have five years

of recent experience working under a health exception very much like those here No

tably, the Facilities have 1dent1fied no problems that arose under the health exception

to the 2017 law

One final pomt about the exceptions 111 the challenged laws At oral argument

in this matter, we will not even be five months removed from the U 8 Supreme Court’s

dec1sion in Bobby At that point, the General Assembly will not have met to discuss a

post Bobby Kentucky Our legislators will have yet to consider whether the challenged

laws’ health exceptions should be amended Nor will they have debated whether to

7 This Is the law that the General Assembly amended earlier this year to adopt the 15
week law 2022 Ky Acts Ch 210 §34
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include exceptions in the challenged laws for Victims of rape and incest and for lethal

fetal anomalies, as neighboring Indiana’s legislature just decided to do Indzana Inga/a

rare first to Approve Abomon Ban: Post Roe, Associated Press (Aug 5, 2022),

https //perma cc/6RBR WZW7 The virtue of our new paradigm is that if Kentucki

ans think these or other changes should be made, all they have to do is persuade their

legislators of that or vote for new legislators who favor such changes

The Facilities also claim (at 21) irreparable harm because they “conSider it their

moral and ethical obligation to prov1de abortion ” This from BMW whose abortion

prov1der could not say whether an unborn child is a human being because she “ha[d]n’t

really given this matter much thought ” AG Ex 3 at 77 3 14 Even still, abortion pro

v1ders cannot overnde state laws regulating the medical professton Simply because they

View them as immoral and unethical For companson, we would never say that 21 Ken

tucky doctor can perform physician aSSisted suic1de Without consequence simply be

cause the doctor constders domg so a moral and ethical duty So too here In short, our

Constitution does not “elevate thel] status [of abortion prov1ders] above other physt

Clans in the medical community ” See Gonzalo; 550 U S at 163

III The equities favor dissolving the temporary injunction

The circuit court abused its discretion several times in identifying and balanctng

the equities First, the circuit court failed to mention, much less weigh, the loss ofun

born human life that a temporary injunction would allow Overlooking such an indis

pensable issue shows that the circuit court never really exercised its discretion See

Comb a Commonwealth 74 S W 3d 738 745 (Ky 2002) (finding there is no indication
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that the trial court exercised its discretion” when it never “even considered” an issue)

The Facilines’ brief omits mention of this problem

Second, the Circuit court minimized the harm to the Commonwealth and the

public from a temporary injunction As a matter of law, that harm cannot be mere

“delayed enforcement” of Kentucky law, as the Circuit court held, AG EX 4 at 9, for

the Simple reason that “non enforcement of a duly enacted statute constitutes mebara

He [mm to the public and the government,” Carmen)”, 628 S W 3d at 73 (emphasis

added) In defending the c1rcu1t court’s reasoning, the Facilities never cite Common

Third, the Circuit court assumed for itself the power to deCide what serves the

public interest That is the very same abuse of discretion that the Court set right in

Cameron by forbidding courts from “subsntut[ing] [their] View of the public interest for

that expressed by the General Assembly ” See 24’ at 78

CONCLUSION

The Court should dissolve the Circuit court’s temporary injunction
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